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Many WMUstudents have the skills
necessary to do secretarial work. If
you need a part-time or temporary
secretary,
Student Employment
Referral Service can help you find a
qualified person. Call S.E.R.S. at 3831806,in the Offive of Financial Aids
and Scholarships. Hire a WMU
student!

• • •

This is a reminder to the University
community that the Counseling
Center is open during the noon hour
Monday through Friday and the officealso is open from 5-9p.m. Thursday.
Persons interested in obtaining an
, appointment may do so by calling 3831850.

• • •

The oral examination of Shirley A.
VanHoeven for doctor of education
will be held at 3:30 p.m. Wednesday:
Oct. 13, in 3106 Sangren Hall. The
topic will be "A Study of Competitiveness Between Sexes and the
Effect of Communication Upon the
Building of Trust." It is open to all
interested persons.
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Conference To Examine Morality
Of Ceasing Life 'Support Steps

The morality of ceasing life support
procedures for terminally ill patients
and conducting medical experiments
on children and prisoners will be
explored in a free public "Conference
in Philosophy, Law, and Medicine"
Friday through Sunday, Oct. 15-17,
here at WMU and at' Kalamazoo
College.
,from
The conference is sponsored by the
philosophy departments of the neighboring institutions
of higher
education. All Friday and the,
Saturday morning and afternoon
sessions will be in 103 Dewing Hall,
Kalamazoo College, while Saturday
evening and Sunday morning sessions
will be in 2750Knauss Hall, WMU.
Joseph
Margolis,
Temple
University, will speak from 3-4:15
p.m. Friday on "The Ethical Complexity of Preventive Medicine,"
followedfrom 4:15-5:30p.m. by David
Mayor, University of MinnesotaDuluth, on "Euthanasia and the
Harvard Definitionof Brain Death."
A University of Michigan faculty

member, Carl Cohen, will speak from
7:30-9 p.m. Friday on "Informed
Consent,
Part
I:
Medical
Experimentation on Children and
Prisoners."
Saturday morning speakers will be,
Natalie Abrams, Brooklyn College,on
"Justice in Fetal Experimentation,"
9-10:15 a.m., and Alister
Browne, University of Toronto, on
"Morality
and
Medical
Experimentation," fro~ 10:30 a.m.noon.'
Saturday afternoon speakers will be
Martin Benjamin, Michigan State
University, from 1:45-3 p.m. on
"Medical Practices and the Theory of
Action"; Tom L. Beauchamp,
Georgetown University, also a Senior
Fellow, Kennedy Institute, from 34:l5 p.m. on "The Moral Justification
of
Ceasing
Extraordinary
Therapeutic
Procedures";
and
Robert L. Schwager, State University
of New York-Cortland, from 4:15-5:30
p.m. on "Life, Death and, the
Irreversibly Comatose."
Samuel Shuman, Wayne State
University, will speak from 8-9:30
p.m. Saturday on "Informed Consent,
Part II: Children, Incompetents,
Directed
teaching
orientation Prisoners and Other Class Victims of
meetings for all students interested in Colonialism."
Sunday morning speakers will be
doing their directed teaching during'
Bernard
Gert, Dartmouth College,
Spring and Summer Semester, 1977,
also
a
psychiatry
faculty member
should plan to atfend one of the
.there,
and
Charles
M.
Culver, Dartfollowingmeetings: 8-9a.m. Tuesday,
mouth
Medical
School,
from 9-10:30
Oct. 12; 3-4p.m. Thursday, Oct. 14;or
a.m. on "The Justification of
4-5p.m. Monday, Oct. 18.
All secondary students will meet in Paternalism"; and from 10:30a.m.room 2302. Special education and noon, Michael D. Boyles, University
elementary students will meet in of Kentucky, also a Hastings Institute
Fellow, on "Ca.tch-22 Paternalism
room 2303.
and Mandatory Genetic Screening." .
Copies of all papers to be presented
will be available to those attending.
AccounUng Help
The conference is supported by
Atutoring service for "Principles of
grants
from the Michigan Coun~ilfor
Accounting (210)" students is being
the Humanities, the F·ranklin J.
offered by Beta Alpha Psi, a national
professional accounting society of Machette Foundation of New York
City, Western Michigan University
honor students. Tutoring sessions are
and Kalamazoo College.
on Monday and. Tuesday from 6:308:30 p.m. in 2520 Dunbar. Appoint-· For more information~ contact Dr.
S. ,Pritchard,
WMU
ments are not necessary. Enrolled Michael
philosophy
department,
phone
383students who need help may simply
1657;or
Wade
L.
Robison,
philosophy
drop in for assistance from upper
department, Kalamazoo College,
division accounting majors.
'phone 383-8483.

Directed Teaching.
Sets Meetings

Offer Course for Undecided Student

"Career Decision-Making for the
Undecided Student," a'new course, is
being offered this fall by the WMU
Counseling Center in cooperation with
the department of teacher education.
. Forty-three students are currently
enrolled in the seven-week course and
there are still some spaces available
in the second section which begins
Thursday, Oct. 21. It is offered from
11 a.m.-12:40 p.m. Tuesdays and
Thursdays on a creditlno .credit
HENRV HALL banner (above) basis; two hours of credit are
reminds WMU faculty, staff and available.
students that the American Red Cross
The course helps the undecided
BloodDJ;iveends this afternoon at the student assess and develop skills in
University Health Center.
self awareness, career awareness,
(WMUNewsphoto) decision-making and planning, said

Diann Miller, undecided Student
curriculum coordinator in the
Counseling Center .. She added, it
includes activities to identify and
explore such areas as values,
decision-making, career information
and University resources. Homework
assignments involve written exercises and research in the Counseling
Center's Career Exploration· and
Media Center.
Students, who are" interested in
enrolling in the second section this fall
semester, should contact Ms. Miller,
Room 2510Student Services Building,
telephone 383-1850.Two sections will
be offered during the winter semesier
too, she said.
r
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H·omecoming
Parade Set

Bands, floats, antique cars, baton
twirlers, beauty queens and other
special entries will makeup the
Western
Michigan
University
Homecoming parade beginning at
9:30 a.m. Saturday, Oct. 16, at
Bronson
Park
in downtown
Kalamazoo.
The parade will head west on Lovell
Street to West Michigan Avenue and
then onto the WMUcampus, where it
will end in front of Sangren Hall, said
Pamela R. Sutter, a junior in English
from Ludington, who' is parade
chairman.
Western's Marching Band and
cheerleaders, the Homecomingqueen
.and king, Miss Black WMU, drill
teams and horses also Will appear in
the parade lineup. High school bands
from Coldwater, Hartford, Jackson,
Kalamazoo Hackett, Mattawan,
Marcellus, New Buffalo, Parchment,
River Valley of Three Oak,S and
Schoolcraft will perform.
Other members of the parade
committee are: Judy Kent of Detroit;
Brian Spiece of Owosso; Pat Sager of
Saginaw; Mary Ellen Patterson of
Taylor; and Paula Ingalls of Wayne.
Float judges will be Kalamazoo
Mayor Francis Hamilton; Mrs. Judy
Lore, wife of Nazareth College
President John Lore; and Mrs. John
DeHann.

Campus Ministry
Offer Workshop

A Campus Ministry Workshop on
"Controlling
Self
Defeating
Behaviors" will be held next week
here onthe WMUcampus.
The program for faculty, staff and
students is designed to provide the
skills and theological basis helpful in
choosing fewer self defeating
behaviors, saia Dr. Donald Van
Hoeven, campus minister. Sessions
will be held from 7-8 p.m. Monday,
Oct. 11, and from noon to 12:50p.m.
Wednesday, Oct. 13, in Kanley
Chapel.
Admission is free, but only a limited
number, of registrations per session
are available. Interested persons
should register in advance at 1160
Kanley Chapel or by calling 383-8142.

Social Work
Receives Grant

The Rehabilitation
Services
Administration of the U.S. Department of Health, Education and
Welfare has awarded $47,143 to
Western's School of Social Work for
the training of social workers in the
treatment of child neglect and abuse.
The grant, which is a renewal of one
made last year, continues through
June 30, 1977and is in support of the
school's "Training Project for
Protective Services." The program is
under Robert H. Barstow, associate
professor and director ofthe School.

-
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'Naughty Marietta' On Oct. 13
The concert version of "Naughty
Marietta" to be seen at WMU is
produced by The' New Little
Orchestra Concerts Society. Starring
as the guide and captain in the.
operetta is Cyril Ritchard. As various
scenes and ensembles unfold the
singers and Ritchard will assume·
their roles and act out their parts.
There will be.lighting effects,but no
scenery as well as accessories to
suggest costuming. All the action
takes place in front of the orchestra
('Xl players) which will be on the stage
throughout the performance.
Black
Ritchard is one of the theatre's
busiest
and most respected actors and
Contest Thursday was most
recently featured in the
As a part of WMU Homecoming Broadway production of "A Musical
activities, the Black Brothers and Jubilee." Prior to that, he starred in
Sisters of Bigelow Hall and the "Sugar" and before that he co-starred
Minority Student Services Office will with Anthony Newley in the award
hold a Miss Black WMUcontest.
winning "Roar Of lhe Greasepaint
The contest, which is being held for and Smell OfThe Crowd."
the second year, will be held at 8 p.m.
Tickets are $6.50,$5.00,and $3.50at
Thursday, Oct. 14, in Miller the Miller Auditorium bOxoffice.
Auditorium.
Contestants will be judged on poise,
personality, talent and intelligence.
There will be prizes of $100,$75and
Purge
$50 for first, second and third place
As of Wednesday, Oct. 13, the
winners.
Computer
Center has announced that
Entertainment will be provided by
all
users'
files not accessed since
the WMUJazz Lab Band. Admission
August 13 will be transferred to
.is $1.50for-students and $2.00for nonmagnetic tape and purged from the
students.
disk system.
'
For ticket information, contact the
The access date is updated by
Miller Auditorium ticket office or the
reading, updating, or running the file.
Minority Student Services Office in
In order to recover a file purged from
the WMUAdministration Building.
the disk, a user must request that it be
reinstated through the PLEASE
South African
command or a written. notice to the
Lecture Tuesday
assistant director of operations at the
Jonathan Paton, son of the noted Computer Center.
South African author, Alan Paton,
To check the access date of a file,
will give a free, public lecture at 8 use the SLOWoption of the DIRECT
p.m. Tuesday, Oct. 12, here on command: DIRECT/SLOW,
campus in 3770Knauss Hall.
University Theatre
He is currently on sabbatical leave
from his position as professor of
To Sell Costumes
English at the University of the
A pre-Halloween costume sale will
Witwatersrand, Johannesburg, and is be held in the front lobby of Laura V.
serving as a visiting fellow at Har- Shaw Theatre from 1-5p.m. Thursday
vard University. Paton will speak on and Friday, Oct. 14-15.
the topic "South Africa Today:
The University Theatre has anPossibilities For Change."
nounced the sale to ease the exDuring Ute winter semester and tremely overcrowded conditions in
spring session of 1970,he was a lec- costume storage. A wide variety of
turer in English at Western Michigan. costumes will be available. Many of
Paton's forthcoming lecture and visit the pieces offered are slightly worn or
to the University is sponsored by are "specialty" pieces that are not
WMU's African Studies Committee, reusable.
in association with the departments of
There will be no advance sales on
political science, sociology and costumes.
English, and the Honors College.
Victor Herbert's American classic,
"Naughty Marietta," will open the
musical portion of the Patron's
Choice series here in Miller
Auditorium at 8p.m. Wednesday, Oct.
13.
The operetta was first performed in
Syracuse, N.Y., on October 24, 1910,
with Victor Herbert conducting.
From there, the troupe moved on to
Rochester and Buffalo, where they
opened on October 30and finally had
their New York premiere on
Broadway on November 7. 1910.

Miss

WMU

Computer Center
To
Disk

Dooley Receives Honor

Dr. Howard J. Dooley, assistant
professor of humanities, is listed in
the latest edition of "Contemporary
Authors: A Bio-Bilbiographic Guide
to Current Authors and Their Works,"
published by Gale Research Co.,
Detroit. The publication is a standard
biographical
reference
source
available in most libraries.

The Western News
The Western News Is pUblished by the t nformation Services Office each Thursday when classes
are in session during fall and winter semesters.
Created to disseminate news to the entire University community, distribution is by mail to
faculty. staff and emeriti. and students may pick
up copies at several on-campus locations. Items
should be submitted by noon Monday for publication.
.
.
Information Services Office hours:
7:45 a.m.-4:45 p.m., Monday-Friday
Telepllone: 383-0981.
Martin R. (Joe) Gagle, Dlrectort Patricia M.
Coyle, Associate Director.
-

$33,295 Grant
Supports SPADA
Survey Project

The annual Career Day program
A project to detennine what skills will be held from 1-8:30p.m. today,
are required for entry level substance Oct. 7, here in the east ballroom,
abuse counselors was recently begun University Student Center, sponsored
here at Western, supported by a by WMU's chapter of Alpha Kappa
$33,295 grant from the Office of Psi, professional business fraternity.
Substance Abuse Services (OSAS),
"It is not just for business
Michigan Department of Public students," said Dick LoPresti, a
Health.
senior in accounting from Berkley,
Headed by Dr; Thomas K. who is Career Day chairman. He
Williams, director' of WMU's indicated that more than 50employer
Specialty Program in Alcohol and representatives will conduct informal
Drug Abuse (SPADA), the survey interviews with interested students
project will run through Sept. 30,1977. who want to discuss various career ) .
Wilma Busse of Pittsburgh, Pa., a opportunities.
WMU doctoral student in counseling
and personnel, is coordinating the
project.
She will search selected literature,
review on-goingprograms ~lsewhere,
and devise questionnaires and inAn open air art show and roving
terviews for persons who are now
musicians
will highlight "Fountain
active in substance abuse work,
seeking their input to help developthe Fest 1976," the new, public event
core training module. These persons scheduled for 11 a.m.-4 p.m. Sunday,
will include substance abuse agency Oct. 10, here on campus around the
and program directors, counselors, Miller Auditorium fountain.
It marks the start of Western's
those being served by such programs,
and others who would be instructed Homecoming Week, Oct. 10-16.Other
under the completed module, ac- events during the Fountain Fest will
cording to Williams. He noted that it be potato sack races, water balloon
will be based on a 12 day training fights and three-legged races, plus
music by the rock band "Sylvester"
schedule of about 100hours.
Williams said the module will in- throughout the afternoon. Hot dogs,
clude identification of required entry soft drinks, snacks and candy will be
level skills in indiVidual counseling, on sale around the fountain area.
"Fountain Fest 1976" is a
detennination of the basic knowledge
_Homecoming
event -introduced this
and information needed by a new
year
by
WMU's
.t\ssociation for
counselor, evaluation of counseling
methods, and ways to "test out" WomenStudents.
competencies and evaluate the skills
Sports Sociology
of potential substance abuse counLectures Here Today
selors.
Two free public lectures on "Sport
ABWA Honors
in Society" will be given here on
Mr$. Avis Sparks
campus today by Dr. John Loy,
of
Massachusetts
The newly named "Woman of the University
Year" of the Kalamazoo chapter, professor of sports studies and
American
Business
Women's sociology, sponsored by Western's
ASsociation (ABWA)-Mrs. Avis M. Visiting SCholar Program and the
department of health, physical
Sparks-will
receive
"special
recognition" for her honor during the education and recreation.
ABWAnational convention Oct. 21-24 " He will speak at 2 p.m. in 224Gary
Center on "Attitudes Held Toward
in NewOrleans, La.
She is a WMUfood service cook at Agonistic Activities-A Function of
Burnham Halls and has been em- Identity"; and at 7:30 p.m. in 2301
Sangren Hall on "Sport in Postployedat WMUsince 1967.
Now-inthe running for that national Industrial Society."
award, Sparks was a charter member
Shoplifter Returns
of the Kalamazoo chapter when it was
After Five Years
formed three years ago.
A young man who shoplifted a set of
playing cards five years ago from the
WMU Campus Bookstore recently
returned to campus to confess the
Ice Arena and Gabel Pool.
theft and make restitution.
Featured speaker at the dinner
Joseph T. MacLean, director of the
meeting will be Jim Kearman, Campus Bookstore, reported that the
assistant technical editor, American young· man said that he has had
Radio Relay League, Newington, feelings of remorse since that time
Conn., who will discuss "How To and that he wanted to clear himself.
Succeed in Ham Radio WithoutReally MacLean accepted the $1.75 and
Trying." He will be introduced by Dr. commended him for his latest actions.
Glade Wilcox, WMU professor of
electrical engineering and general
Reish Presents Paper
chairman
of the conference.
Honorary chairman is Walter R.
Dr. Joseph G. Reish, assistant
Marburger, WMUprofessor emeritus professor of French, has been invited
of physics and a long time ham radio to read a paper at the annual meeting
operator.
of the midwestern branch of the
The conference is sponsored by the American Society for 18th Century
University's department of electrical Studies at the Toledo, Ohio, Museum
engineering, in cooperation with the of Art on Oct. 29-30. It is entitled
Division of ContinuingEducation. For "Revolution: Three Changing Faces
additional information, call 383-1860. of Figaro."

Ham Radio ·Conference Here

Ham radio operators' from
throughout the Midwest will gather
here at WMUon Saturday, Oct. 9, for
the 22nd annual VHF (Very High
Frequency)
Conference in the
Industrial
and
Engineering
TechnologyBuilding.
Registration begins at 8 a.m. in the
hallway near room 1092.The fee is $2
per person, plus another $2 for those
whOwish to display equipment in the 8
a.m.-noon Swap Shop. Reservations
for the 6:30p.m. smorgasbord dinner
in .the President's Dining Room,
University Student Center, are $6.50
each.
other activities will include a
Spectrum Analysis Werkshop at 10
a.m. and a general session at 2 p.m.,
both in 3034I. & E.T. Building, and a
10 a.m.-noon tour of the new Lawson

Career Day
'Here Today

Fountain' Fest
Here Sunday
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World Politics Symposium Set
"The Indian Ocean and Persian
Gulf in World Politics" is the theme of
a special symposium to be held here
on campus
Thursday through
Saturday, Oct. 7-9, co-sponsored by
the University's political science
department, Honors College and Asia
Committee, and assisted by a grant
from the John and Priscilla UpjohnFoundation of Kalamazoo.
Important aspects to be discussed
include: an in-depth assessment of
the influence of world politics on
Indian Ocean and .Persian Gulf
nations; how they interact with each
other and are affected by policies of
detente as well as Chinese, Soviet and
American strategies; and the impact
of the Organization of Petroleum
Exporting Countries (OPEC), on the
industrial world.
Dr. Richard L. Park, political
science professor, University of
Michigan, will kickoff the' symposium
at 8 p.m. Thursday, speaking on
"Democracy and Authoritariamsm in
South Asia: A Foreign Policy Perspective," followed at 9 p.m. by Dr.
Golan W.Choudhury. political science
professor, North Carolina Central
University, on "South Asia's Middle
East Connection," both in the west
ballroom, University Student Center,
as are all Thursday and Friday
speakers.
(
Dr. Bernard J. Abrahamsson,
senior research' economist and
associate professor of international
economic relations, Graduate School,
University of Denver, will speak at 10
a.m. Friday on "OPEC and World
Politics," followed at 11 a.m. by Dr.
Walter D. Jacobs,' professor of
government and politics, University
of Maryland, on "Detente and Confrontation: The Indian Ocean as an
Arena of Conflict."
Don Peretz, political science
professor and director, South West
Asia-North African Area program,
State University of New York, Birmingham, will speak at 2 p.m. Friday
on "The Foreign Policies of the
Persian Gulf States," followed at 3
p.m. by Dr. Manzooruddin Ahmed,
currently a visiting distinguished
professor at the Southern Asian
Institute, Columbia University, on
"Chinese Interests in the Indian
Ocean and ,Persian Gulf."
Retired Pakistan Army Major
General Mian G. Juliani will speak
Friday morning. After serving with
the British Indian Army, 1937-47,and
with the Pakistan Army, 1947-63,he
entered the commercial world to
manage a large manufacturing industry. In 1970,he was elected to a
seat in the - Provincial Assembly,
became a political prisoner and is
nowa lecturer.

The Saturday program, in 2304
Sangren Hall, will feature Dr. Robert
H. Donaldson, associate professor of
political science and associate dean,
College of Arts and Sciences, Vanderbilt University, speaking at 9:30
a.m. on "Soviet Strategies in the
Indian Ocean and Persian Gulf"; and
Dr. W. Howard Wriggins, political
science professor and director,
Southern Asian Institute, Columbia
University, who will speak at 10:30
a.m. on "The Limits of AmericanInterest in South Asia," to conclude
the symposium.
More than 300 persons are expected,
including
several
representatives of the U.S. Department of State.
The speaker sessions are free to
WMUfaculty, staff and students with
non-University persons charged a $2
registration fee to hear the speakers.
A luncheon from 12:15-1:45 p.m.
Friday in the President's Dining
Room, University Student Center,
will cost $4.00per person.
Dr. Lawrence Ziring, WMU
professor of political sicence, is the
symposium chairman.

Band Cavalcade
Show Oct. 9

Past APA Head
To Speak Here

•
A past president of the American
Psychological
ASsociation
(APA)-Dr. Donald T. Campbell,
psychology professor at Northwestern University-will give a f~
public lecture at 9 a.m. Friday, Oct.
15, llere on campus in :r170Knauss
Hall.
.
Campbell, who has been at Northwestern since 1953,.will ~ak on
"Methods for the Experimenting
Society." A member of the National
Academy of Sciences and a Fellow of
the American Academy of Arts and
Sciences, he has received numerous
honors, among which is the Award for
Scientific Contributions from the
. APA. This award was made for his
wide range of contributions in
psychological epistemology, social
psychology,and in research methods.
WMU's educational leadership
department and the Evaluation
Center, College of Education, are cosponsoring Campbell's appearance
here as p~ of the WMU Visiting
Scholar Program.

Ten outstanding high school
marching bands from four states will
be guests of Western's Bronco
Marching Band and Phi Mu Alpha
Sinfonia,
professional
music
fraternity, when they compete in the
third annual Cavalcade of Bands,'
marching contest and show, here at 2
. p.m. Saturday, Oct. 9, in Waldo
Stadium.
The competition followsthe format,
rules and judging used at the Marching Bands of America contest, and
most bands in the competition incorporate a modified "drum corps"
style of marching. The Bronco
Marching Band will be featured in an
exhibition performance. Persons who
enjoy going to football games to see
the halftime show should enjoy the
variety of marching band· styles
presented onthis afternoon.
General admission tickets for $1.50
per person will go on sale at 12:30
p.m. Saturday, Oct. 9, at Waldo
Stadium.
The following high schools will
participate:
Burton-Bentley;
Durand; Flushing; New Buffalo;
Sturgis; Trenton; Hoffman Estates,
ill.;
New Philadelphia, Ohio;
Yorktown, Ind.; and Chesterton, Ind.

To Discuss 'Break
From Science'
Morris
Kline,
a
noted
mathematician and educator, will
discuss "The Break from Science" at
the next WMU mathematics department colloquium at 4 p.m. Thursday,
Oct. 7, here on campus in the COmmons Room on the sixth floor of
Everett Tower.
Author of the recent book, "Why
Johnny Can't Add: The Failure oftbe
New Mathematics," Kline will give
an historical account of how, over the
last 100years or so, mathematicians
have abandoned science; he will
present the arguments pro and con;
His lecture is open to the public
without charge. Coffeewill be served
at3:30p.m.

The
Kalamazoo
Symphony
Orchestra (KSO) opens. its 55th
season of subscription concerts at 8
p.m. Tuesday, Oct. 12, here on
campus in Miller Auditorium.
Featured guest artists will be the duopiano team of Richard and John
.Contiguglia.
The opening program, which will be
conducted by music diiector and
conductor, Yoshimi Takeda, will
feature "Euryanthe Overture" by
Weber; Concerto for Duo Pianos and
Orchestra" by Mozart; and the
Tchaikovsky "Symphony No.4 in F .
minor." Maestro Takeda will conduct
six of the seven subscription concerts
during this season.
Individual tickets for the opening
KSO concert are $2.00, $3.50, $5.00,
and $6.00and are available only at the
Miller Auditorium box office.
Reservations for the individual
concert can be made by phone, mail,
or over the counter at the Auditorium.
The phone number for reservations is
383-0033.

Appoint Howell
Science Advisor

Dr. James A. Howell, WMU
associate professor of chemistry, has
been appointed science advisor to the
U.S. Food and Drug Administration
(FDA), Detroit district.
Alan L. Hooting, director, Detroit
district, FDA, said, "As science
advisor to FDA, Dr. Howell will work
withthe agency's district laboratories
to develop new analytical methods,
recommend and evaluate research
projects, and serve as liaison to the
academic community."

Announce Two /
Geology Programs

Dr. John Garihan, assistant
professor of geology, Indiana
Gives Major Address
University Northwest, will speak on
The featured speaker at the fall "Precambrian Geologic History of
conference of Omaha (Nebraska) the .Ruby Range, Southwestern
Public Schools was Dr. Norman C. Montana" at 3:30p.m. Thursday, Oct.
Greenberg, dean, .Collegeof General 12, in the Rood Hall Lobby, adjacent
Studies, and professor of an- to Room 1118.
The next speaker in the series will
thropology here at Western. He spoke
be
Dr. Robert Horodyski, department
recently to an audience of over
of
earth
sciences, University of Notre
4,000 teachers~ administrators' and
school staff members on "The Impact Dame, who will speak on "Beltian
of Ethnocentrism on the Educative Geologyand the Belt Basin" at 4p.m.
Proce~." In his talk, Greenberg Tuesday, Oct. 19.
attempted to show how all human
KVISD Cites
beings are products of their
respective cultures and sub-cultures.
Psychology Dept.

Remind Faculty of Student Rights

Among those formal "Student
Academic Rights" (Undergraduate
Catalog, pp. 44-45) endorsed as
University policy, two in particular
frequently are not observed by
Alumni Phonathon
faculty, with resultant misunIn Grand Rapids
derstanding, problems, and even the
~
Aphonathon for WMUalumni living filing of student .grievances, acin the Grand Rapids area will be cording to Dr. Philip Denenfeld,
conducted four nights this month as a associate vice president for academic
challenge competition with the. affairs.
The two "Rights" are reprinted
University's Washington, D.C., area
alumni.
belowas a reminder to faculty:
1. "Students should be fully inMrs. Joan Gebauer and Orville
Schneider, both of Grand Rapids, are formed by the faculty about course
co-chairpersons for the phonathOnfor requirements, evaluating procedures
the Annual Fund. More than 50 area. and academic criteria to be used in
alumni and University Trustee Dr. each class. This information should
be provided at th~ beginning of the
Julius Franks will assist them.

KSO Begins
55th Season

semester or sufficiently in advance of
actual evaluation."
2. "Students have the right to have
all their examinations and other
(written) graded material made
available to them with an explanation
of the grading criteria. Faculty
should retain all such material not
returned to the student for at least one
full semester after the course was
given.* Faculty are not required to
return such material to the student
but it-must provide reasonable access
to it."
*Material from a winter semester
course should be retained until the
completion of the following fall
semester.

in appreciation of the help given to
persons with severe mental retardation .or multiple handicaps, the
Kalamazoo Valley Intermediate
School District
(KVISD) has
presented a framed certificate to the
WMUpsychology department.
For the past several years WMU
psychology students have been
learning the methodology of applying .
behavioral principles to the training
and education of the mentally
retarded and multiply handicapped
as part of their WMUcourses.
Dr. Frederick P. Gault, WMU
professor
and
chairman
of
psychology, noted that many of these
WMUstudents, after completing their
psychology course requirements,
continue with the KVISDprogram as
paid staff members.
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Homecoming Pop Show
Features Convy, Knight

Television stars Bert Convy and
Ted Knight will highlight WMU's 1976
Homecoming Pop Show. Two performances are scheduled in Miller
Auditorium at6:30p.m. and10:00p.m.
Saturday, Oct. 16.
.
Joining Convy and Knight will be
singing star Kelly Garrett and Bobby
Davidson and His Orchestra. Convy,
host of the TV celebrity game show
"Tattletales," wona contract with the
Philadelphia Phillies during his high
school years. However, after two
years with the Phillies organization,

Remind Students·
Of SpeCial Awards

.Competition for three prestigious,
national fellowships has been announced by Dr. Samuel I. Clark,
director of the WMUHonors College.
Inquiries for the Danforth Graduate
Fellowship, the Rhodes Graduate
Fellowship
and the Marshall
Scholarship should be made as soon
as possible, he said.
Danforth Fellowships are open to
all qualified persons who ·have a
serious interest in careers in college"
teaching in liberal arts. Graduating
seniors with excellent academic
records and plans for graduate study
for the Ph.D. are eligible. Candidates
should also evidence a concern for the
relationship' of ethical and moral
values to individual and institutional
life.
The Rhodes Fellowships, newly
available to women, consider literary
and scholastic excellence, quality of
character and extracurricular and
athletic accomplishment in their
selection process. The grant is for
graduate
study at Cambridge
University in Oxford,England.
The Marshall Scholarship, also
supporting graduate
study in
England, is again based on academic
achievement and promise. The
recipient is expected to spend two
years in graduate study at
English
university and then return to the
United States to utilize the
educational experience.
Further information on these
prestigious
graduate
fellowship
programs are available in the Honors
College (383-1787)located in HillsideWest Apts.

an

Madill Joins News
Services Office Staff

John A. Madill, 26,.has joined the
WMUNews Services Office as'a staff
photographer.
.
He has been chief photographer for
the East Lansing Towne Courier, a
30,000circulation weekly newspaper,
for two years. Previously, he was on
the photo staff of the. Grand Ledge
Independent as a photographic
student intern.
His published photo credits include
Time Magazine, the Conunon Cause
National Newsletter, Coin World
Magazine, and the cover of the
National Newspaper Publisher's
Auxiliary. He ~s attended Lansing
Community College, wher,e he won
the Best in ShowAward, plus first and
second place prizes, in the 1974Photo
TechnologyCompetition. .

he decided to resume his schooling at
UCLAand return to his first love, the
theatre. After· graduation, he spent
the next 10years in NewYork scoring
with audiences and critics alike in
"The Fantastiks," "Fiddler On The
Roof," "Cabaret," "The Front Page"
and "Impossible Years." His days
were occupied with roles on CB~TV's
soap opera, "Love OfLife."
Convy's other television -credits
include guest appearances on "Police
Story,"
"Hawaii Five-O" and
"Medical Story." During his offseason from the game show, he plays
the nightclub circuit. This past year,
he also starred in his new prime time
television series which debuted on
CBSin August.
Mary Tyler Moore's favorite TV
newsman, .Knight, bounced around
radio and 'IV stations gaining ex-'
perience as a kid showhost, master of
ceremonies for late night movies, ~a
newsman and even an accomplished
puppeteer. For his outstanding
portrayal of anchorman Ted Baxter,
he won an Enuny in 1973 for best
supporting actor in a' comedy series.
Turning his talents .towards night-·
clubs recently, Knight made his
theatrical debut in Las Vegas to an
SROaudience.
Roundingout the October 16thshow
will be last year's surprise hit, Kelly
Garrett. Since opening for the Rich
Little Show last October, she has
advanced her singing career by being
chosen to perform one of the five
nominated songs for the Academy
Awards. She also has been seen onthe
Mike Douglas and Johnny Carson
shows. Backing up the .entire
Homecoming Show musically will be
locally known, Bobby Davidson and
His Orchestra.
Tickets are $7.50, $6.50, and $5.00
and are available at the Miller
Auditorium box office.

Clearinghouse Helps
Student Volunteers

A variety of volunteer opportunities
are available to interested Western
students
through
the Student
Volunteer Information Clearinghouse
(SVIC), located on campus in Room
2420 Student Services Building,
telephone 383-401~.
SVIC helps students find nontutorial placements in the local
community by giving consideration to
each individual's. interests, career
goals and educational needs. It also
works closely with the Voluntary
Action Center of Greater Kalamazoo
and with the volunteer coordinators at
Kalamazoo's three other institutions
of higher education.
The Voluntary Action Center has
developed, a booklet of conununity
volunteer needs; it is' being
distributed by SVIC to WMU
academic
departments,
student
service areas, residence halls and
student organizations. SVIC' also
provides a weekly list of volunteer
opportunities in the WMU student
newspaper, The Western Herald.

Instant Information
Line Is 383-6153

Form U'niversity
Theatre Guild

Balkin's Songs
On CBS-TV

The availability of charter memberships to the University Theatre
A song for children called "The
Guild, a newly-founded organization Subway Train," composed by Dr.
of friends of the University Theatre Alfred Balkin, a WMU. faculty
here at Western, has been announced. member, was heard Friday, Oct. 1,
Guild members will receive a 1976- on the "Captain Kangaroo" CBS
77 season subscription entitling them television network program. The
to six tickets to the mainstage season. show is aired at 8 a.m. in SouthOther Guild privileges include a western Michigan over WKZ0-'IV,
monthly newsletter, backstage tours channel 3, Kalamazoo.
of University Theatre productions,
Another Balkin composition,
early Arena Theatre reservations and "Skyscrapers," was heard the we~k
invitations to various special events.
before on the same program. He SaId
. Those events will include a post-· seven others written by him are being
performance reception honoring the scheduled on Captain Kangaroo later
inaugural season as a department of _in the viewing season.
.
theatre in the College of Fine Arts,
Featured performers on the Balkin
and a reception for Dr. Timothy Gura musical tapes being used on the TV
of Brooklyn College. Gura will direct show are 7th and 8th grade students
the chamber theatre production of from Portage, members of the
"Children On Their Birthdays."
Kalamazoo Loy Norrix High School
By way of appreciation, Guild choir eight Kalamazoo area jazz
members will be listed in all musi~ians and Balkin's own talents
University
Theatre
production as a pianist and singer.
programs for the 1976-77season.
Balkin said the tapes were recorded
Guild membership is $30. Of that at WMUover the past six months. The
amount $10 of this will reserve the nine selections scheduled for the
season subscription; the remaining Captain Kangaroo show appeared
$20is tax deductible. Present season originally in a 1970album, "We Live
subscribers may join for $20.
in the City" containing 21 children's
For more information, contact Dan songs com:posed and performed by
J. Martin at the Laura V. Shaw Balkin for the music education field.
Theatre business office, 383-1760.
He said the lyrics, also written by
him, tell" about things found in the
Hamill Receives.
city.
The music, of up to two minutes, is
National Registration
used in concert with film clips of
William F. Hamill, Jr., WMUdirector every day things in the city, he said.
of campus planning and extension and
Balkin is 'coordinator of the incampus architect, has been notified tegrated arts program in the WMU
by the National
Council of teacher education department.
Architectural Registration Board that
he has qualified for National Kalamazoo Accountants
Architectural Registration.
Honor WMU Student
The board's decision was based on
examination and past experience, and
The Kalamazoo
Accountants
enables Hamill to apply for state Association -has awarded its annual
registration
without
further scholarship to Daniel L. Ramp, a
examination in any of the 50 states WMU senior in business adand Puerto Rico. There are 66,000 ministration from Kalamazoo.
registered architects in the American
The honor, which provides for a
Institute of Architecture but only portion of his school expenses, was
16,000hold national registration.
given to Ramp, an accounting major,
for his outstanding scholastic record.
Curran Heads
Since enrolling at WMUin April, 1975,
following two years of military serState Organization
V. Lemar Curran, WMU deputy vice, Ramp has maintained a grade
point average of 4.0(all A's).
chief of police, recently was installed
as 1976-77president of the Michigan
Student Leader
Association of Campus Law EnforWorkshop Set
cement Administrators. '
Forty officers from 25WMUstudent
A native. of Benton Harbor, he
joined the WMUstaff in August, 1969, organizations will attend a leadership
after having served more than 28 workshop Friday through Sunday,
years as a special agent with the Oct. 8-10, at Fidelman's in South
Federal Bureau of Investigation. His Haven, sponsored by Western's Office
FBI assignments included duty in ofStudent Activities.
A variety of topics will be covered,
Washington, D.C.; Cleveland, Ohio;
New Haven, Conn.; Detroit; and including program planning, types of
leadership, problem solving, decision
Kalamazoo.
making, group conflict and conflict
resolution, and inter-group' comStudents To Perform
munications, according to Charles
Stroup, WMU director of student
Flutist Jan search, a WMU senior activities. He will be joined by Gary
from Northport, and oboist Toni Arnson, Kathy Machinchick, Ray
Doyle, a Flint junior, will present a Passkiewicz, Ginny Norton and
free, public recital at 3 p.m. Sunday, Becky Quinlan on the workshop staff.
Oct. 17,in Oakland Recital Hall.
Bogart Film Wednesday
They will play compositions by
"Black
Legion" starring Humphrey
Hindemith, Telemann and Handel,
accompanied by JoAnn' Kulesza, a Bogart, the fifth in Western's Free
Detroit senior. Also assisting on the Feature Film Series, will be shown at
4:15 and 7:15 p.m. Wednesday, Oct.
program will be pianist Bar~ra
Brenner, Detroit, and guitarist 13, in 2750Knauss Hall. Part 5 of the
Michael" Geiger of Marshall, both serial, "Shadow of the Eagle," also
will be shown.
sophomores.

--

~
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WMU Students Earned
$3.1 Million-Last Year

Student Research
Applications Due
Applications for grants from
Western's
Graduate
Student
Research Fund will be accepted by
the Graduate College until Monday,
Nov. 1.
Grants from the fund, which was
est.ablished in 1973 to encourage
research by graduate students and to
assist them in presenting their findings to professional groups, will range
to a maximwn of $500.
The two basic types ofproposals the
AwardSand Fellowship Committee of
the Graduate Collegewill consider for
support include those based on extraordinary or unusual costs incurred
in research projects and those based
on travel costs for presenting study
reports . and research findings at
professional meetings.
Approximately 12 awards will be
authorized by Dec. 1,according to Dr.
Sid Dykstra, associate dean of the
Graduate College. Applications are
considered three times annually, and
the next application deadline is
January 15,1!177.
Applications and further information may be obtained from
advisors, or from the Graduate
College, second floor, Administration
Building.

24 percent ahead of 1974-75,reaching
2,114. or 75 percent of the 2,782
positio~ listed. He noted that student
use of SERS increased by 31 percent
auring 1975-76. The average total
amount earned by a ·WMUstudent
who obtained employment via SERS
was $1,460during 1!17[)'76.
He said 3,713 persons applied at
SERBfor jobs, some ofwhom were no
longer WMU students. This fall an
applicant must show student identification to be accepted. He noted
that applications must be renewed
every two weeks but are not required.
However, applicants get first chance
at listed job openings.
The average wage earned by a
student getting a job through SERS
was up by 16 cents an hour, to $2.28,
this past year, due to the minimwn
wage increase and more employer
Linguistics Has
requests for students with a technical
background, Lutz s~d. He noted that
Special Issue
the SERB staff, which included 22
About 600 copies of an 18-pag~ graduate and undergraduate student'
special, bicentennial issue of "The employees, made 39 percent more
Informant,"
an interdisciplinary visits to Kalamazoo ar~a employers
working paper/newsletter published during the year to explain how SERS
twice a year by the WMUlinguistics operates and to increase the
department, will be distributed about awareness ofservices available.
November 1.
Schreiner Directs
Dr. Robert A. Palmatier, WMU
Award 10 Special
Math Competition
professor and department chairman
Ed
t· T·
h·
and editor of "The Informant," said it
uca Ion ramees IpS
More than 21,000 high school
is distributed free-to WMUlinguistics
Ten 1976-77graduate traineeships students will compete for scholijrstudents and alumni, staff, friends have been awarded by the WMU. ships in. the 20th annual. Michigan
and most major universities in the department of special education in Mathematics
Prize .Competition
U.S.and to maiWleailing universities cooperation with the Bureau of which
will be . administered
and libraries around the world.
Education for the Handicapped, U.S. throughout the state on Wednesday,
"The .Informant" is intended to Officeof Education.
Oct. 20.
provide·
information
about
Recipients are Denise M. Calkins,
Sponsored by the Michigan section
developments in linguistics: The Gary R. Carlson, Linda DeYoting, of the Mathematical Association of
issue, Fall 1976, is devoted almost Thomas Harris, Sally Komor, America, it is meant to be a
. entirely to an article entitled "Samuel. Okechukwu Ozuzu, Judith Sadler, challenging and rewarding comGreene: First Transformationalist?"
Joan St. Clair, Joann Spayberry, petition for high school students,
written by Alan M. Perlman, Sharon Stephayne and .Michael according to Dr. Erik Schreiner,
assistant professor of English, Wayne Straka.
competition director and WMU
State University.. Palmatier noted
Their selection was announced by associate professor of mathematics.
that Perlman is the first non-WMU Dr. Joseph J. Eisenbach, WMU
Results of the October testing will
person to write an article in the special education department head, determine the 1,000finalists who will
publication since it began in 1968.
who said that they will all participate . take a second examination on Dec. 8.
WMU's Bicentennial Committee in a professional practicwn as part'of Final winners will be honored at an
has designated the issue as an offici~l their ~ducational experience at awards program on Feb. 19, 1!177at
activity of Western's U.S. bicen- Western.
WMU.
tennial celebration. Palmatier said
the article
about Greene is
Cite Industrial Engineering Grads "especially appropriate to our
bicentennial observance." He noted
In a letter praising Western's much faster than the FEF program
that Greene, a mid-19th century department of industrial engineering has been able to provide each year."
educator from New England, wrote graduates, E. J. Walsh, executive
Dr. W. Chester Fitch, dean of the
the revolutionary "Grammar of the director of the Foundry Education WMU College of Applied Sciences,
English Language" in 1857.
"Western
Michigan
Foundation (FEF), Cleveland, Ohio, stated,
has announced a $2,000increase in University values its relationship
scholarship funds to WMU from the with the foundry industry and is most
Reading Council
appreciative of industry support of
foundation this year.
Walsh notified Arden Pridgeon, students by the FEF. In addition to
Appoints Heinig
WMU associate professor of in- scholarship support, the industry,
Dr. Edward J. Heinig, WMU dustrial engineering, that the FEF through the Foundry Industry
professor of teacher education, has board of trustees had boostedthe 1!176- Advisory Committee, has supported
been named to chair the Professional 77 scholarship allocation· to $6,500. WMU's program through the inStandards Committee ofthe Homer L. . Walsh noted that several factors dividual efforts of many executives
J. Carter Reading Council of prompted the trustees to provide who have helped us in planning its
Kalamazoo for the 1976-77academic more funds for WMU.
future development."
year ..
He said, "First, they wanted to
Funds from FEF for the UniverThe Councilencourages the study of J:'ecognize your (WMU's) splendid sity's foundry program have been
reading problems, promotes research record of placing outstanding young awarded annually since 1966.
in reading, assists in developing more people in the metal casting industry.
Faculty Senate Meets
adequate teacher-training programs, Second, they realized that inflation
disseminates information relating to has cut deeply into the relative value
The next regular meeting of
reading and knowledge helpfUl to of FEF scholarship dollars. Third, Western's Faculty Senate will be held
solving reading problems, and and most important, they are aware at 7 p.m. Thursday, Oct. 7, in Room
sponsors conferences and mee,tingsto that .the foundry industry's demand 1008,Trimpe Distributive Education
implement these purposes.
for technical graduates is growing Building.
WMU students earned more than
$3.1 million during the 1975-76school
year from confirmed jobs obtained
through the Student Employment
Referral Service I(SERS) here in the
Office of Student Financial Aid and
Scholarships.
It was 30 percent more than they
earned in 1!174-75
when WMUstudents
realized $2.4 million from such jobs,
according to Ronald Lutz, WMU
financial aid officer in charge of
SERB. He said about 95percent of the
wages this past year came from offcampus jobs secured through SERS;
the remainder came from campus
positions.
Lutz said the nwnber of positions
filled,by WMUstudents last year was

Set Workshop
For Retirees'

A workshop for prospective WMU
.faculty and staff retirees will be held
at 3 p.m. Tuesday, Oct. 19, here on
campus in the Faculty Lounge of the
University Student Center.
Sponsored by the University's
Emeriti Council, the meeting will
focus on' problems of calculating
approximate retirement.' income.
Specialized sessions on social
security, state pension and TIAACREF also will be available.
The workshop is scheduled to end at
5 p.m. Spouses are welcome. It should
be useful to faculty and staff members who are considering retirement,
said Hugh Archer, emeritus associate
professor of teacher education.
Additional information can be obtained by contacting Frederick
Rogers, emeritus professor of
English, 345-4648,or Archer at 3436477.

Reports on Paper
Research Here

Research being done here at
Western into better ways to remove
contaminants from recycled paper
was reported by Lyman C. Aldrich,
WMU research -associate in paper
science and engineering, during a
Sept. 20-23 international Secondary
Fibers Conference in Los Angeles.
In his paper, entitled "A New Look
·at Deinking with Solvents," Ald,rich told more than 400 persons at
the conference about. construction
. progress being made on WMU's
$600,000 secondary paper fiber
recycling unit in its Louis Calder
Paper
Science Research
and
Development Center. The conference
was sponsored by the Technical
Association of the Pulp, and Paper
Industry (TAPPI).
Aldrich reviewed possible 'advantages of the "new drycleaning"
method for processing waste paper to
make fine grades of papers. He told of
the solvent deinking research done
here over the past year as part of
extensive reasearch into utilization of
solid waste materials and into environmental concerns. Aldrich also
chaired the final session of,the conference.
Drycleaning, he noted, removes
many contaminants from paper
fibers and can clean certain types of
paper not practical with, present
methods which use water. He said
he emphasized the greater recycling
research efforts being done by
universities, including WMU.
The TAPPI conference was expected to attract persons from around
the U.S., Canada, Japan, Germany
and Great Britain, among other
nations.

Sef Humor Concert

The department of music will
present the second program in its
Friday Night Chamber Music Series
at 8 p.m. Friday, Oct. 8, in Oakland
Recital Hall. The concert will focus on
"Humor in 20th Century Music."
Admission is free and open to the
public.

Instant Information
Line Is 383-6153

-
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Trustees Approve
WMU Foundation

Articles of incorporation and
proposed by-laws to establish a
Western
Michigan
University
FOWldation were approved Friday
(Sept. 17) by the University's Board
of Trustees.
The action
authorized
the
University administration to file the
articles of incorporation with the
appropriate state agency.
The incorporators are: WMU
President John T. Bernhard; Robert
B. Wetnight, WMUvice president for
finance; John R. Dykema, a Detroit
attorney and chairman, WMUBoard
of Trustees; W. Bruce Thomas
Sewickley Heights, Pa., executiv~
vtce president of accoWltingservices,
U.S. Steel Corporation and a WMU
alumnus; and Gordon Elferdink
president, Lucayan Corporation;
Sarasota, Fla., and a WMUalumnus.
The FOWldation shall be operated
exclusively for the benefit of WMU.It
shall act "as a conduit through which
contributions are made to the
University" .and its powers shall
include: to solicit or accept grants or
gifts to the University; sell, exchange, lease, transfer or otherwise
dispose of any property, both real and
personal; and invest and reinvest the
- principal and income of the Foundation in accordance with the laws of
Michigan covering authorized investments for trustees.

All WMU students planning on' a
major or minor in theatre must fill out
a major/minor application form.
Applications and information onthe
theatre major, theatre education
major and Itheatre minor are
available from the .secretary in the
business office of Laura V. Shaw
.Theatre.
, Interested students are urged to
complete the form early in their
college career to allow proper
seq~encing of courses. Upon completi?n of the application form, an
appomtment may be made with the
theatre student advisor, Dr. David P.
Karsten.
THE WAY IT WAS-That's Martin Cohen, WMU assistant professor of
l!bra~ansh!p, not Friar Tuck, in this photo. He's shown as be taught a WMU
librarlanshlp class on the history of books earlier this fall, demonstrating how
manuscripts were copied and lettered in the Middle Ages with a quill pen often
by candlelight. Cohen explained that once each semester he dresses
the
habit (robes) of the Cistercian 'Order, borrowing the garb from WMU'sInsti~uteof Cistercian Studies, to add a touch of authenticity to the class.
.
(WMUNewsphoto)

in

Martin, 10 Other
Employees Retire

Students Compose
Music for 'Blood
Wedding' Production

Eleven retiJ;'ing University emOriginal backgroWld music comployees were cited for their outposed
by two WMU students, John
standing service to Western Friday
(Sept. 17) by the WMU Board of Garner, a Kalamazoo junior, and
Carol Leon, a senior from Villa
Trustees.
Grove,
Ill., will set the mood for the
The~oard approved the retirement
University
Theatre's production,
with emeritus status of Dr. Gerald C.
"Blood
Wedding,"
at 8 p.m. Wed-'
Martin, professor of educational
nesday through Saturday, Oct. 6-9
leadership
and
director,
CommWlity
A seminar-by-auto through Mexico
here on campus in Shaw Theatre.
and Guatemala is being arranged by School Development Center, effective
It will be played on a guitar arid
the department of geography and December, 1976."
flute during each performance of the
Martin
joined
Western's
faculty
in
Honors Collegehere at Western.
.
Federico Garcia Lorca drama.
Plans call for 24 students and 1959 as an assistant professor of
Reserved seats at $2.50each may be
faculty to depart in two vans on education. He was named assistant
ordered by calling Shaw Theatre box
director
of
the
Campus
Schoolin
1962,
December 17 on a trip of more than
office-383-176o-between noon and 5
7,000 miles: A general information assistant professor of education in
p.m., Mondaythrough Friday.
1964,
associate
professor
of
teacher
meeting for students interested in the
education
in
1966,
and
professor
of
seminar will be held from 7-9 p.m.
Wednesday, Oct. 13, in the Honors educational leadership in 1970. A
College Lounge, Hillside-West magna cUm laude graduate of
Display Art Works
Western in 1942, Martin earned his
Apartments on the WMUcampus.
Highlights of the trip will include: master's degree with honors from the
The
art
works
of Andy
two days in MexicoCity; four days in University of Michigan in 1951,and Argyropoulos, Joe DeLuca, AlHinton
his doctoral degree from Michigan
and
around
Quetzaltenango,
Don King and Dwayne Lowder all
.State
University in 1965.
Guatemala,
visiting
traditional
"Dr. Martin has made a real professors of art, are shown in' "TI
Indian villages, swimming at the
Painters
(Artists-Teachers)
A
beautiful Pacific beach at Cham- contribution to the College of Vigorous Sampling" from 'today
perico, visiting the outdoor Indian Education and the Department of through OCt.23 in the Slusser Gallery
cloth and vegetable market at San Educational Leadership as a faculty at the University of Michigan, Ann
Francisco el Alto; the ancient member and as director of the Arbor. '
:
Guatemalan capital of Antigua' Community School Development
climbing the volcano Pacaya; one of Center," said Dr. Rod Roth"departthe world's loveliest lakes, Atitlan; ment chairman. "His Center has
the Mayan ruins of Copanand Tikal in provided valuable service to· local
"Superstars," an athletic prowess
in Southwestern
the Guatemalan jungle; and two days communities
competition
for Western students
Michigan, and he has helped·develop
in Guatemala City.
.
commWlity education throughout the faculty and staff, will be held from 2-5
Midwest and become a nationally- p.m. Sunday,' Oct. 10, in Read
Space Gallery Open
Fieldhouse, Gary Physical Education
"Two Suns Arcology," an exhibition recognized leader in the cOJ;nmWlity Center, and Kanley Track here at
of silk screened architectural education movement."
Other retirees are: Irene Coleman, WMU, sponsored by the military
drawings by Paolo Soleri, is on
secretary,
physical education; Fern science department.
display now through October 29 here
Men and women will compete in
in Space Gallery, 2700Knauss Hall. F. Dell, Marguerite Gipson, Ruth three common eYents-the 100yard
. Gallery hours in this College of Kean and Orene Phillips, all fOod dash, basketball free throw and an
service; Mary Friedli, residence hall
General
Studies
humanities
obstacle course, but not against each
exhibition area are 9 a.m.-4:30 p.m. director; Byron Green, equipment other. The men also will compete in
manager, physical education; BerMonday through Friday.
nard Lewis, Central Stores; Norwood pullups, football distance throw and
Publish Cordier Article
Neininger, public safety coordinator; the mile run, while women also will
Mary Cordier, assistant professor and Natalie Pangburn, catering compete in a softball distance throw
and a half mile run.
of teacher education, is the author of supervisor.
Scoring will be cumulative on six
"The
Educational
Rights
of .
events
for men and five for women;
Children," a Bicentennial article in
Instant Information
the man and woman scoring the most
last month's edition of "Science and
Line Is 383-6153
total points will each receive a first
Children."

Plan 7,00 Mile
Seminar by Auto

-

Alert Theatre
Majors, Minors

Dickason To Discuss
Area Transportation

Insights into "Regional Transportation Planning: Problems and
Prospects in Kalamazoo" will be
given during a free public lecture at
12:15p.m. Thursday, Oct. 14,here in
157-158University Student Center. Dr.
David G. Dickason, WMU associate
professor of geography, will be the
speaker.
His 3~minute talk will be followed
by an audience question and answer
period until 1:30p.m. in the program,
sponsored by WMU's Institute of
Public
Affairs
(IOPA)
and
Environmental Studies Program.
Dickason, whohas been at WMUfor
10 years, is a member of the
Technical Committee and the Citizens
Advisory Committee, both of the
Kalamazoo Area Transportation
Study (KATS). He is IOPA associate
director for transportation planning
and also is a member of the
University's Advisory Committee on
Environmental
Programs.
The final lecture in the Public
Affairs Senllnar Series this fall
semester will be on Thursday, Nov.
11, same time· and place; it will
feature Dr. Jack S. Wood, WMU
associate professor of biology,
speaking on ' "University Contributions to Local Water Quality."

Gets Two Posts

Dr. Laurel A. Grotzinger, professor
of.librarianship, has been appointed
to the American History Round Table
Nominating Committee and also the
Reference and Subscription Books
Review Committee of the American
Library Association. .

Superstars Compete on Campus

-

place trophy during the Homecoming
football game between WMUand the
University of Toledo at 1:30 p.m.
Saturday, Oct. 16, in Waldo Stadium.
Two runnerup trophies also will be
awarded.
Each event is open to persons of all
ages who must bring their own tennis
shoes; showers and lockers in Gary
Center will be provided. All participants must meet at the main
entrance of Read Fieldhouse at 2p.m.
Although pre-registration is not
required,
Western's
Intramural
Office has asked that persons contact
them so a rough idea of howmany will
compete can be determined in advance.
.
The public is invited to watch the
competition.
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IOPA Publishes
Technical Report

Western's Institute of Public
Affairs (IOPA) has published an
environmental assessment of the
Kalamazoo-Black-Macatawa-Paw
Paw River Basin in Southwestern
Michigan.
According to Dr. Robert W.
Kaufman, IOPA director, "The environmental assessment is an effort
to produce a selected review of the
many intangible values which must
be
considered
in
resource
management
decisions."
The
technical document consists of a
quality-of-the-Iandscape survey, and
inventories of archeological sites;
historical sites; ethnic groups ;
amphibians,
birds,
non-game
mammals, and reptiles; and shrubs
and non-woodyvegetation.
Dr. Jack S. Wood, who served as
project director, said, "The data
generated in the assessment will
serve as a valuable land use planning
reference, especially for county and
regional agencies."
The 3,050 square mile river basin
covers portions of Allegan, Barry,
Berrien, calhoun, Eaton, Hillsdale,
Jackson, Kalamazoo, Kent, Ottawa
and Van Buren Counties.
Western faculty involved in the
project were: Dr. RichardD. Brewer,
Dr. Richard Pippen and Dr. Jack S.
Wood, biology; Dr. Elizabeth E.
Baldwin Garland, anthropology; Dr.
Laurence S. Rosen, sociology; Dr.
Alan S. ,Brown and Dr. John T.
Houdek, history; and Dr. David G.
Dickason and Dr. Philip P. Micklin,
geography. The two volume publication ofmore
than 400 pages, including 47 maps,
was prepared under contract with the
U.S. Department of Agriculture's Soil
Conservation Service (SCS). The
assessment is part of a comprehensive resource management
study of the river basin under
development by the SCS. Copies may
be obtained from the Institute of
Public Affairs fOf$27.50.

Kennett Joins
Athletic Staff
John Kennett, 22, has assumed
duties as WMU's athletic equipment
manager, following the retirement of
Byron Green, who had served in that
capacity for 19years.
Kennett earned
his degree in recreation this year
and also worked as
a student assistant
under Green for
four years supervising equipment
for Bronco basketball,
baseball,
track and tennis
teams. He also
was a member of
the 1972 WMU
tennis team.

,Writing Lab,
Tutor Service
Available'Free

Announce N'ew
Guest Policy

The Gary Center/Read Fieldhouse
complex ha~ become an increasingly
popular drop-in recreation site for
Western's Center for Educational students, faculty and staff. As a result
Opportunity (CEO) has established a of this increased activity by the
Writing Laboratory and reorganized University community, the following
its tutorial service, according to guest'policy has been implemented:
Norm Kurilik, CEOdirector.'
,
1. After 5 p.m. daily and all
The Writing Lab offers testing, lab weekend hours the southwest (main)
materials and a staff to help WMU and southeast (loading dock) enstudents develop and improve their trances will be locked.
.
writing skills, he explained. It is
2. University identification must be
located in 4580and 4600Dunbar Hall presented to the "I.D. Checker" at the
and it is open from 10 a.m.-5 p.m. northwest (1M Office) and northeast
Monday, Thursday and Friday and 10 (paddleball courts) entrances .. '
a.m.-9 p.m. Tuesday and Wednesday.
3. "Non-University personnel" will
Tutorials will run a scheduled group not be admitted to the building unless
basis in Rood, Brown and Sangren accompanied by a student, faculty or
Halls. Both the Writing Lab and staff with a validated I.D. card.
tutorial service are available at no
EXCEPTlON- Persons attending
charge to WMU students. However, "non-university" meetings properly
due to staff limitations, both registered with the Intramural Office.
programs can only assist a limited
4. One person only may be ad, number of students, Kurilik said.
mitted as a guest of a "University
For more information, contact. Person."
CEO, Hillside B-3, telephone 383-4957 EXCEPTION: Family swim proor 383-4958.
gram Friday evenings.
5. "University Persons"
must
Shaw Theatre
register their guests upon entering
the building.

Auditions Set

Auditions for "As You Like It,"
Shakespeare's comedy of romance
and royalty, will be held from 7-10
p.m.·Monday and Tuesday, Oct. 11-12,
in 3321Brown Hall.
There are 16 male roles and 4
female roles. This University Theatre
production will also include four
additional female roles for use as
"stage accessories." ,
Audition information and scripts
are available from the Shaw Theatre
business office., Auditionees are
requested to wear clothing allowing
freedom ofmovement.
Dr. Russell J. Grandstaff, associate
professor of theatre, will direct the
production scheduled for December 811in Laura V. Shaw Theatre.

Folk Dance
Lessons Free

Job.

0penlnll·
Below is a listing of the position
openings currently being posted by
the University Personnel Pepartment
for current University employees.
Regular full-time and regular parttime employees interestetl in applying for these positions should
submit a Job Opportunity Program
application form to the Personnel
Department during the posting
period.
Director Special Projects, E-15, #76301, President's Office-posted
10/4-10/8
Coordinator of Promotion and Public
Relations, E-13, #76-302, Miller
Auditorium-posted 10/6-10/12
Below is a listing of the position
openings currently being posted by
the UniverSity Personnel Department, in the Bargaining Unit.
Utility Food ,Worker, F-l, #76-059,
Food Service, One Position, First
Shift-posted 9/29-10/6
GroundspersonlLaborer, M-2, #76060, Grounds, One Position First
Shift-posted 10/4-10/11

...

Alumni Sponsor
Las Vegas Trip

The WMU Alumni Association has
annoUnced plans for a Thanksgiving
weekend trip, Nov. 2l>-28,to Las
Vegas, Nev.
Open to all alumni, friends and
members of the Venture's Club (those
who have previously been on WMU
alumni trips), the holiday tour
package is priced at $245. Included
will' be round trip transportation via
Delta' Airlines from Chicago, three
nights at the Circus-Circus Hotel (or
the Riviera for $15extra), round trip
transfers to and from the airport,
gratuities, baggage transfers, a
luncheon party and reduced prices for
special events.
Alumni officials note that space is
limited and early reservations are
The University Personnel Office has announ,ced the following posting requested. For more information and
registration material, call or write
schedules and locations for posting vacancies.
the
Alumni Relations
Office,
All announcements are posted for a period of five working days to cover a
period of tiIIle which will include at least one listing in the Western News which telephone 383-6160.
is published each Thursday.
Family Swimming
In order to process the information for publication, posting dates will
Hours Available
usually be the week followingreceipt of the requisition. Each Monday a brief
Family swimming hours have been
list of all vacancies is submitted to the Western News for publication on
set at the Gary Center and Gabel
Thursday ofthat week.
Pools for faculty, staff and students.
The posting schedule is as'follows:
Those hours are: 7-9 p.m. Fridays
Properly Approved Requisitions .
at the Gary Center; and 2-4 p.m.
Receiv~d By The Employment Officeon:
First Posting Day
Sundays at the Student Recreation
Building complex.
Monday
Same Thursday
Faculty, staff and student families
Tuesday
Following Monday
must present validated WMU I.D.
Wednesday
FollowingMonday
card at the entrances. Children must
Thursday
FollowingTuesday
be accompanied by parents at all
Friday
FollowingWednesday
times. Children should be 36 inches
tall and no flotation devices are
Complete job description information is posted on bulletin boards in the allowed in the pool. At present,
lockers are not available for seasonal
followingUniversity locations:
/
use.
Personnel Department
Honors College
University Student Center
ALA Cites McKinney
WaldoLibrary
Physics Department
Eleanor
McKinney, associate
Collegeof AppliedSciences
English Department
professor
of
librarianship, was
Collegeof Arts & Sciences
Geography Department
awarded a Polaroid camera by the
Collegeof Business
HousingOffice
American Library Association for
Collegeof General Studies
Dance Department
recruiting the sixth largest number of
Collegeof Education·
Maintenance Building
new members during 1971>-76
during
Alumni Center
Oakland Gym
the organization's recent nationwide
Health Center
Police & Security Building
members'hip drive.
"
..
McCracken Hall (Chemistry Dept.)
Fine Arts Department
The fol~ dances of Israel,
Yugoslavia,
Greece,
Turkey,
Bulgaria, Romania and Russia will be
taught in free, public lessons offered
from 7-9p.m. each Wednesday here in
the WMUcanterbury Center.
Instruction will be by Ugur Aker,
economics instructor and a former
native of Turkey. He joined the WMU
faculty last year after serving as
visiting
lecturer
at. Oakland
University, specializing in Turkish
folklore.
For additional information about
the weekly lesson, call 381-6350.

Explain Job Listing Schedule

a

Kennett

At Midland High School, Kennett
lettered twice in basketball and three
times in tennis, earning "most
valuable" honors his senior year.

'-
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Grid' Broncos'
Invade Kent

Western Michigan and Kent
State-:-two football teams that are in
the middle of similar seasons-face
each other in a Mid-American Conference encounter Saturday at Kent,
Ohio.
Both clubs are 2-2for the year and
have given a good account of themselves after being selected for second
division status in pre-season MAC
polls.
_
Kent has a 20-10 win at Central
Michigan and a 14-12setback against
a strong Ohio University contingent
on its MAC record. Its other games
were a 47-7loss to Iowa State and a 24-'
19 triumph over Air Force last
Saturday in Cleveland.

Western Harriers'
At Notre Dame

Western Michigan's cross country
_ team bypasses dual meet activity this
week to compete at the annual Notre
Dame Invitational on Friday afternoon.
This could provide a preview of the
H,16 Mid-American
Conference
championships since the Broncos and
other top contenders-Ball State,
Eastern Michigan and Bowling
Green-will all be in the field, plus
strong Big Ten contingents Michigan
and Wisconsin.

Soccer Squad
At Home Saturday

Coach Pete GIon's WMU soccer
team moved into home action
yesterday against Trinity College of
Deerfield, Ill., and will host Sprin~
Arbor College at noon Saturday in
WaldoStadium.
The Broncos are coming off of a 1~
loss to a tough Western Illinois team.

Women Netters
Visit GVSC, MSU

Moving into the second half of its
six-match fall campaign, Western's
women's tennis team will be on the
road for two contests this week.
Yesterday, the squad faced Grand
Valley State Colleges in Grand
Rapids. Next Tuesday (Oct. 12),
Western visits Michigan State.
The Broncos dido't fare too well in
their first week of competition.
Central Michigan and the University
of Michigan both' victimized the
Broncos by 9-0 scores. Western
dropped a 7-2 decision to Eastern
Michigan on Thursday.

Hicks Is Highest
Ranking ROTC Cadet

--

Steven L. Hicks, a WMU political
science senior from Portage, has been
promoted to ROTC cadet lieutenant
colonel and is nowthe hig~st ranking
cadet in Western's military sCience
program.
.
HiCKS,who was elevated to his new
post by U.S. Army Lt. Col. Ronald L.'
Kirshman, professor and he.ad of the
military science department here,
will be in charge of all ROTC student
activities for the 1976-77school year.
-A 1tJ12 graduate,of Portage Northern
High School, Hicks attended
Kalamazoo
Valley Comm'unity
College before enrolling at WMU in
1'974.

CAMPUS CAUNDAR

OCTOBER

7-Red Cross BloodDrive, Health Center, noon-5p.m.
.
7-Annual Career Day Program, east and west ballrooms, Student Center,
1-8:30p.m. .
7- Lectures by Dr. John Loy, U. of Massachusetts, "Attitudes Held Toward
Agonistic Activities-A Function of Identity," 224Gary Center, 2p.m. ;
. and' 'Sport in Post-Industrial Society," 2301Sangren Hall, 7:30p.m._
7-Mathematics colloquium, Morris Kline, professor emeritus, New York
U., "The Break From Science," Commons Room, 6th floor Everett
Tower, 4p.m.
.
7-Faculty Senate meeting, 1008Trimpe Distributive Education Bldg.•.7

p.m.

'

*7-9-Drama, "BloodWedding," Shaw Theatre, 8p.m.
8-Faculty chamber music concert, Oakland Recital Hall, 8 p.m.
*8-Film, "Blazing Saddles," 2302&2304Sangren Hall, 4 showings between
6:30-9:30p.m.
*9-"Cavalcade of Bands," marching band competition, Waldo Stadium, 2
p.m.
_
*9-VHF Conference, 1092-96Industrial Engineering and Student Center, 8,
a.m.-8p.m.
*9-Film "UptoWnSaturday Night," 2300& 2304Sangren Hall, 2 sholVings
7:30&9:30p.m.
9-Soccer, WMUvs. Spring Arbor College,WaldoStadium~noon.
lO-AWS Fountain Fest (outdoor art and music fair), Miller Auditorium
fountain area, 11a.m.-4 p.m.
lO-Homecoming King and Queen Contest, Shaw Theatre, 7p.m.
ll-25-Job Search Workshops,2200Sangren Hall, Mondays,3:30p.m.
ll-13-Superstars Contest, Read Fieldhouse, 3p.m.
ell-Film, "20,000Leagues Under the Sea;" 2302SanDen Hall, 6:30 &8:30
p.m.
ell-Film, "Forty Carats," 2303SangrenHall, 7:30&9:30p.m.
•
*12-Kalamazoo Symphony concert with duo-pianists Richard and John
Contiguglia, Miller Auditorium, 8p.m.
12-26-Job Search Workshops,210West Hall, Tuesdays, 3:30p.m.
*12-Film, "For Pete's Sake," 2300&2304Sangren Hall, 4showings between
6:30-9:30p.m.
12-Lecture, JOQathon Paton, Univ. of Witwatersrand, Johannesburg,
"South Africa'Today: Possibilities For Change," :fnO Knauss Hall, 8
p.m.
*13-Musical, "Naughty Marietta," Miller Auditorium, 8p.m.
13-German comedy film, "Hokuspokus," 1114Brown Hall, 7:30p.m.
14-Miss Black WMUContest, Miller Auditorium, 8p.m.
14-Fireworks sponsored by Homecoming Committee, Steers Road, 8 p.m.
14-uYell Like Hell" and skits, Steers Road, 8:30p.m.
14-Bonfire, Steers Road, 9p.m.
14-Women's field hockey, WMUvs. Michigan State, Oakland Field, 2:30
p.m.
14-Lecture, "Regional Transportation Planning: Problems and Prospects
in I\alamazoo," Dr. David Dickason, geography, 157 & 158 Univ.
Student Center, 12:15p.m.
15-17-"Philosophy, Law and Medicine" conference, WMUand Kalamazoo
College,daily.
.
*15-Film, "Four Musketeers," 2302& 2304Sangren Hall, 4 showings between6:30-9:30p.m.
15-Critter Contest, Fraternity Village, 2p.m ..
15-soap Box Derby and T.G., Fraternity Village, 3-7p.m.
15-Fritter Fest, Fraternity Village, 4p.m.
*16-Football, WMUvs. Toledo,WaldoStadium, l:30p.m.
-16-Homecoming concert, Bert Convy, Ted Knight, Kelly Garrett and
Bobby Davidson's Orchestra, Miller Auditorium, 6:30and 10p.m.
16-Alumni Open House, The Oaklands, 4-6p.m.
-16-Alumni Dance, East Ballroom, Student Center, 9p.m.
-16-Film, "TorDmY,';2300& 2304Sangren Hall, 4 showings between 6:309:30p.m.
16-Honorary Dames meeting,. Friendship Village, 1400Drake Rd., ~p.m.
- Indicates admission fee charged.

. Field Hockey Team Impressive
Winning five, tying one, and losing scoreless deadlock, The II squad
only once the Western Michigan's started with easy 5~ and ~ victories
women's field hockey team finished over Cedarville College and Teledo,
offa very profitable week.
but were nipped 1~ by Southern
Last Wednesday, the Broncos Illinois.
posted a 3-1 triumph over Goshen
.Next action for the field hockey
College. Western's I and II teams team is this weekend at Marquette,
traveled to Brooklyn, Mich., on where the Broncos will take on
Saturday for the Sauk Valley Tour- Northern Michigan, LaCrosse of
nament. The Broncos I unit rolled Wisconsin, and Wisconsin-8tevens
over Youngstown3~ and Ball State 3- _ Point. Western also will play next
1 before battling Earlham Collegeto a Tuesday (Oct. 12)at Olivet College.

Volleyball Team
Faces Road test

Western
Michigan's
women's
volleyball team takes to the road
three times this week.
Yesterday, the Broncos went to
Grand Rapids for a meet with Grand
Valley State Colleges and Calvin
College. On Friday, Western will
make the long trek to Northern
Michigan University to engage Ferris
State, Lake Superior State and
Wisconsin-8tevens Point along with
the host Wildcats. The University of
. Michigan will entertain the Broncos
on Tuesday (Oct. 12).
Last Tuesday WMUhosted Central
Michigan and Michigan. The A team
bowed in both encounters dropping
the match to Central by scores of 15-9,
15-10, and was edged by the
Wolverines 15-13,3-15and 16-14.The B
squad spit its matches, downing
Michigan 15-9and 15-8and losing to
Central, 15-9and 15-8.
The Broncos' bad luck followed
them to DeKalb, Ill., on Saturday.
Western's A and B teams both went
down to defeat three times at Northern Illinois 'with Illinois state and
Indiana claiming the other victories
over'the Broncos. The losses drop the .
season record to 2-9 for the A team
and 3-5for the B unit.

Bowling Season
Opens for Broncos

Western
MiChigan's women's
bowling team will open the 1976-77
season this Saturday at Ferris State
College.
Western will be out to defend its
Michigan Intercollegiate Bowling
League title which they captured last
year. Coach Linda Law looks for
another strong team this year. Jan
Hoffsten, Mary Rizzardi and Sue
Winter return from the 1975-76squad.

To Discuss Black
Issues in Science·

Issues regarding Blacks and other
minorities in the sciences will be
discussed Tuesday (Oct. 12) here at
WMUby Dr. Henry A. Hill, president
and founder of the Riverside
Research
Laboratory,
Inc.,
Haverhill, Mass., and president-elect
of the American Chemical Society.
He will meet with students at 10
a.m. and again at 2:30 p.m. in the
Martin Luther King Room of the
University Student Center (USC). An
invitational luncheon will be held at
noonin the USC.
_
Hill also will discuss careers,
research, training and available
resources. His visit is being sponsored
by WMU's Black ,Americana studies
program, Minority Student Services
Office, the Martin Luther King
program,- Upward Bound program
and the Center for Educational
Opportunities.

Math Talk Set

:'Linear Programs with Several
Objectives" is the title of the
mathematics colloquium lecture to be
presented
by Professor Erick
Duesing of the economics department
at 4 p.m. Thursday, Oct. 14, in the
Commons Room on the sixth floor of
Everett Tower. It will be-preceded by
a coffee half-hour at 3:30. The public
isinvited.-

